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tones in the opposite region were heard as lower.
Furthermore, the direction of this relationship varied
substantially across subjects, so that any g-iven pattern
was heard by diff'erent-listeners in strikingly diff.erent
ways.

non-zero. T h e maximum frequency for which the
amplitude is non-zero is thus y f l cycles above j;,,;,,
. The
values 8 = 2 and y = 6 were used throughout, so that
the spectral cnvelopc always spanned exactly six
octaves, from $,;,, to 64 jinf;,;,,
.

2. EQUIPMENT AND TONE COMPLEXES

3 . THE TRITONE PARADOX

Tones were generated on a VAX 111780 computer,
interfkced with a DSC-200 Audio Data Conversion
System (16 bit, 48K sampling rate). They were
recorded and played back on a Son) PC1CI-F1 Digital
Audio Processor, and the output was passed through a
Crown amplifier and delivered to subjects binaurally
through headphones (Grason-Stadler TDH-49) a t a
level of approximately 72 dB SPL.
Each tone consisted of six sinusoids which were
separated by octaves, the amplitudes of which were
determined by a fixed, bell-shaped spectral envelope.
T h e fbllowing is the general fbrm of the equation
describing the envelope:

One-pattern that was explored consisted of a n ordered
pair of tones which were separated by a half-octave, or
tritone (Deutsch 1986). Because the tones were diametrically opposed along the pitch class circle, proximity
could not here be used as a cue in determining their
relative heights. O n each trial, subjects were presented
with one such tone pair, and they judged whether it
formed an ascending or a descending pattern; from
these judgments it was inferred which tones were
heard as higher and which as lower.
All tones were 500 ms in duration, and there were
no gaps between tones within a pair. T o control fbr
possible effects based on the relative amplitudes of the
harmonic components, and also to examine the effects
of variations in overall height, the tone pairs were
generated under envelopes that were placed a t six
different positions along the spectrum. T h e envelope
peaks were spaced a t halfloctave intervals, and were
a t C6 (1047 H z ) , Fii5 (740 H z ) , C5 (523 H z ) , Fii4
(370 H z ) , C4 (262 H z ) , and Fq3 (185 H Z ) . All twelve
pitch-class pairings (C-F#, C+G, D-G#, . . ., B-F)
were presented equally often under each of the six
positions of the spectral envelope.
Figure 1 shows the results from two subjects, in each

A(f ) = 0 elsewhere
where A(f ) is the relative amplitude of a given
is the frequency ratio
sinusoid a t frequency J' Hz,
formed by adjacent sinusoids (thus fbr octave spacing,
p= 2), y is the number of fl cycles spanned, and&,, is
the minimum frequency for which the amplitude is
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pitch class of first tone
I'igure 1. ' l h e tritonr paradox. Graphs on lefl show percentagrs of judgments that a tone pair Sormed a drscending
pattern, plotted as a function of'the pitch class of the first tone of the pair. 'I'hr: results from two sul?jects are here
displayed. avaraged over all six positions of thr sprctral envelope, and over two experimental srssions. Musical
notations on right show how thrse two subjrcts prrceivrd the identical serirs of tone pairs Cp-G, A-D#, C-F#, Glf-D.
(Data from Deutsch (1986).)
I'hil. Trans. R. SOL.I,o~zd. B (1992)
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Figure 2. Perceptual orientations of' the pitch class circlr
with respect to height, derived fi.om the judgments of'
the two subjects shown in figure 1. Filled circles indicate the
pitch classes that defined the highest position along the
circle; these are termed peak pitch classes.

case averaged over two experimental sessions, and
over all six positions of the spectral envelope. I t can be
seen that for both subjects, judgments depended in an
orderly fashion on the positions of the tones along the
pitch class circle. However, the direction of this
dependence differed strikingly between the subjects:
for the most part, when the first subject heard a n
ascending pattern the second subject heard a descending one, and vice versa. In consequence, extended
passages composed of such tone pairs were heard by
these two subjects as forming entirely different melodic contours. An example is given in the righthand
part of figure 1.
Figure 2 depicts the two perceptual orientations of
the pitch class circle with respect to height, which are
derived from the judgments of two subjects shown in
figure 1. For the first subject, the pitch classes that
defined the highest position along the circle (hereafter
referred to as peak pitch classes) were C# and D
instead.
Deutsch (1987) investigated the effects of the spectral envelope position in detail. T h e data from four
subjects were examined, and twelve envelope positions
were employed: these varied in one-quarter octave
steps, and so over a three octave range. I t was found
that in all cases judgments depended systematically on
the positions of the tones along the pitch class circle,
and also that the direction of this dependence varied
from one subject to another. Although there were
some interactions between pitch class and the relative
amplitudes of the sinusoidal components, and also
between pitch class and overall height, these interactions were not necessarily present. Further, even when
interactions were found, their effects in absolute terms
were generally quite small.
I n a large-scale study (Deutsch et al. 1987), a group
of subjects was selected on the only criteria that they
were undergraduates at the Cniversity of California,
San Diego, that they had normal hearing, and that
they could judge reliably whether pairs of single
sinusoids that were separated by a half-octave formed
ascending or dcscending patterns. T h e subjects made
judgments of the tritone paradox, and the results were
analysed as follows. I t was first determined for the
scores of each subject separately whether the pitch
class circle could be bisected in such a way that none
of the scores in the upper half of the circle was lower
than any of the scores in the lower half. This criterion
was fulfilled by 22 of the 29 subjects. Next, the
i'izil. Trans. R. Soc. Lonil I3 I 1992)
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proportion of random permutations of the scores that
could be so characterized was determined by computer simulation. Averged across subjects, this
proportion was found to be 0.027 per subject. T h e
probability of obtaining the combined result by
chance was thus shown to be vanishingly small, and it
can be concluded that the influence of pitch class on
perceived height occurs to a highly significant extent
in this general population.
I n this study, the peak pitch classes were tabulated
for each subject, and the distribution of peak pitch
classes within the subject population was determined.
An orderly bell-shaped distribution was obtained, so
that for the most part pitch classes B, C, C#, D, and
D# were heard as higher, and pitch classes F, F#, G,
G#, and A were heard as lower. This finding will be
further considered below.

4. THE SEMITONE PARADOX

We next consider what happens when more than one
tone is presented at a time. T o examine this, a pattern
\\.as created which consisted of two simultaneously
presented pairs of tones; one pair formed a pattern
that ascended by a semitone whereas the other formed
a pattern that descended by a semitone (Deutsch
1988). T h e tone pairs were diametrically opposed
along the pitch class circle, so that, again, proximity
could not be used as a cue in making judgments of
their relative heights. All tones were 500 ms in
duration, and there were no gaps between tones
within a pair. I n preliminary work it was found that
this pattern was generally perceived as two stepwise
lines that moved in contrary motion. However, for
any given instantiation of the pattern, some listeners
heard the higher line as ascending and the lower line
as descending, whereas other listeners heard the
higher line as descending and the lower line as
ascending. I n the formal study, patterns were generated under envelopes which were placed at 12 different
positions along the spectrum, which were spaced at
one-quarter octave intervals. Under each position of
the spectral envelope, each of the 12 pitch classes
served equally often as the first tone of an ascending
pair, and also as the first tone of a descending pair.
Four subjects were employed in this study, and it
was found that, again, judgments reflected orderly
relationships between the perceived heights of the
tones and their positions along the pitch class circle.
Also, again, the direction of the relationship between
pitch class and perceived height varied considerably
across subjects. This is exemplified in the judgements
of two subjects shown in figure 3. I t can be seen that
as the pattern was transposed, the ascending and the
descending lines appeared to interchange positions.
However, for the most part, when the first subject
heard the higher line as ascending the second subject
heard it as descending, and vice versa. Thus extended
passages composed of such patterns were perceived by
these two subjects in quite different ways. This is
exemplified in the passage shown on the righthand
part of figure 3. Concerning the effects of envelope
position, it was found that, as in the study of Deutsch
(1987), there were some interactions between pitch
class and the relative amplitudes of the sinusoidal
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tones in ascending line
Figure 3. T h e semitone paradox. Graphs on left display the percentages ofjudgments that the higher line formed an
ascending pattern, plotted as a function of the pitch classes of the tones in the ascending line. 'The results from t ~ v o
subjects are here displayed, averaged over t~velvepositions of the spectral envelope, and over nine experimental
sessions. Musical notations on right show how these t ~ v osubjects perceived the identical series of patterns Gd-G/
Cp-D, F#-GiCd-C, A-GdlD-D#. (Data from Deutsch 11988).

components, and there were also somc intcractions
between pitch class and okcrall height. IIowckcr, thcsc
interactions were not neccssarily present, and even
whcn they wcre, their effects in absolute terms were
generally quite small.
5 . BASIS OF THE TRPTONE PARADOX

As described earlier, Deutsch et al. (1987) found that
the tritone paradox occurred in the large majority of
subjects in a sizeable population, showing that this
phenomenon is not confined to a few selected individuals. Within this population, no correlate with
musical training was found, either in tcrms of the
probability of obtaining the phcnomenon, or its size,
or its direction. A number of other studies have also
rulcd out explanations in terms of low-levcl properties
of the hearing mcchanism. For many subjects, the
profiles relating pitch class to perccived height wcrc
largcly unchanged whcn thc position of the spcctral
envclopc was shifted over a three octave range (as, for
cxample, in the study of Dcutsch ( 1 987)). I n a reccnt
experiment, the tritone paradox was produced when
the odd-numbered components of cach tone complex
wcre prcscntcd to one ear and the cvcn-nuinbered
components wcrc prcscntcd to the other ear. However, the effect was not produccd when either the
odd-numbered components or the even-numbered
componcnts wcre prcsented alone to both cars. Since
the phcnomcnon can result from integration of information presented separately to the two ears, then it
follo~vs that it must be central in origin (Deutsch
1992a) 7 .
Phzl. Trans. R.
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A number of informal observations lcd thc author
to hypothesize that perception of the tritone paradox
might bc rclatcd to the processing of speech sounds.
Specifically, it was hypothesized that through longterm exposure to such sounds, the listener acquires a
rcprcscntation of his or her own speaking voice, and
that included in this reprcsentation is a delimitation of
the octavc band in which the largest proportion of
pitch values occurs. I t was further hypothcsizcd that
the pitch classes delimiting this octavc band for spccch
are taken as defining thc highcst position along thc
pitch class circle (i.e. the position boundcd by the
peak pitch classcs, as sown in figure 2 ) , and that this in
turn dctcrmincs thc perccived orientation of the pitch
class circle with respect to height:.
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Space does not permit a discuss~onof the reasons \vh!- the tritone
paradox d ~ dnot occur with tone complexes xvllose componcrlts
were spaced at tli~o-octaveintervals. Orlc possibility is that the
subjects \iicrc hcrc using spcctl-a1 111-oximity in making thrir
judgments. Holi~cver, the explanation of this negative result is
irrelevant to the point made he]-c, that the 11-itoncparadox can be
produced by central coml~ination of information presented to
cach Val- separately.
I t ma!- he noted that the spectral composit~onsor the tones used
here to 111-oducethe tritone paradox differed substantially ti-om
those of speech sounds. Hoxvevc~-.t h r author recently performed a
study using pail-s of single tones: cach of \i;hich comprised a full
tlarmonic scl-ics, but in \i;llich the relative amplitudes of the odd
and even harmonics \iicl-c such as to produce aml~iguities of
perceived height. At least fol- some subjrcts, the tritone paradox
,
the judgments made wrre very similar to
was still o l ~ t a i n e d and
those m a d r by tlle same sui>jccts with the use of oct,~bc-I-clatcti
complexes !Dcutsch 19926). 'l'hc. conditions givi~igrise to the:
tritone paradox may thcrethrr 11e rather general. pl-ovided t11,lt
tllc presented sounds arc sucll as to producr ambiguitirs of
prrceibcd height.

:
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Table 1. Pitch classes delimiting the octave band for speech,
together with those dejining highest position along the pitch
class circle, tabulated by subject (from Deutsch et al. 1990)

subject

A.H.
D.M.
D.D.

'r.'r.
nr.~.
M.C.

M.M.
E.S.
M'.B.

limit of
octave band
for speech

highest position
along pitch
class circle

D#-E
D-D#
F-F#
D#-E
E-F
A#-B
Dfl-E
C-C#
D#-E

D-D#
D# -E
G-G#
D-D#
G#.A
C-C#
D-D#
C-C#
D#-E

distance in
semitones
1
1

2
1
4

2
1
0
0

pitch class
Deutsch et al. (1990) performed an experiment to
test this hypothesis. Nine sub.jects (four male and five
female) were selected who showed clear and consistent
relationships between pitch class and perceived height
in making judgments of the tritone paradox. A 15 min
recording of spontaneous speech was taken from each
subject, and the speech samples were recorded into
computer memory. Fo estimates were then obtained
from these speech samples at 4 ms intervals. These
estimates were allocated to semitone bins, and histograms were derived of the percentage occurrence of Fo
estimates in each bin. From each histogram, the
octave band containing the largest number of Fo
estimates was determined. Finally, for each subject,
comparison was made between the pitch classes
delimiting this octave band for speech, and those
dcfining the highest position along the pitch class
circle, as determined by judgments of the tritone
paradox. As shown in table I, for eight of the nine
subjects, the values were separated by no more than
two semitones, so that a significant correspondence
between these values was established ( p = 0.04, twotailed, on a binomial test). Figure 4 displays a further
representation of these findings, in which the limit of
each subject's octavc band for speech is plotted on a
curve showing the judgments of the tritone paradox,
normalized and averaged across all subjects§.
T h e findings of Deutsch et al. ( 1990) are in accordance with the above hypothesis, which we may then
consider in two versiorls. T h e first version makes no
assumption that the listener's pitch range for speech is
itself determined by a learned template. T h e second
version assumes that such a template is acquired
through exposure to speech produced by others, and
that it is employed both to evaluate perceived speech
Because the correlate here was bct\iiccn pitch classes l-athcr than
tiequcncy values. the statistical significance of this correlate did
not depend o n the h!-pothesis that the listener focuses o n the
upper limit of the octave I ~ a n dfol- speech in generating a pitch
class template. Howeber, it appears intuitively I-easonable that
the listener \iiould indeed focus on the uppel- end rather than the
loli~el-onr:. as it is here that speech sounds are most salient. I t
should further be noted that the choice of a n octave band follows
logically fi-om the findings on the tritone paradox, since this
pal-adox is a pitch class phenomenon. T h e peak of thc 1.;
distribution in the speech histogram is not a n appropriate
measul-e here, as it lies somewhere in the middle of thc
distribution.

F i g ~ ~ 4.
r e Percentages of trials in ~vhicha tone was heard as
the higher of a pair in making judgments of the tritone
paradox, ~ v i t h the orientatiorl of the pitch class circle
normalized and averaged across subjects. Arrows indicate
the limit of each subject's octave band for speech, in relation
to the hishest position alons the pitch class circle, as
determined by judgments of the tritone paradox. (From
Deutsch et al. (1990).)

and also to constrain the listener's own speech production. O n this second hypothesis, the characteristics of
such a template would be expected to be similar for
people who speak in the same language or dialect, but
to vary for people who speak in diff'erent languages or
dialects.
T h e second hypothesis was tested in a n experiment
by Deutsch (1991). T w o groups of subjects made
judgements of the tritone paradox. The first group
consisted of 24 sub.jects who had grown up in
California, and the second consised of 12 subjects who
had grown up in the South of England. None of the
subjects in the Californian group had a parent who
had grown up in England, and none of the subjects in
the English group had a parent who had grown up in
California.
For each subject, the percentage of judgments that
a tone pair formed a descending pattern was plotted
as a function of the pitch class of the first tone of the
pair. T h e distribution of peak pitch classes was then
determined for the Californian and English groups
s e ~ a r a t e l v These
.
distributions are s h o w n i n fiiure 5 ,
and it can be seen that they are strikingly different: for
I3, C, C # , D, and D # occurred
the Californian group,
.
most often as peak pitch classes, but for the English
group, F#, G , and G# occurred most often instead.
T o evaluate the statistical significance of the difference between the two groups, the hypothesis was
tested that the distribution produced by the Californian group would be similar to that obtained earlier
in the study of Deutsch et al. (1987) on undergraduates at the University of California, but that the
distribution produced by the English group would be
a different one. Comparison was therefore made
between the number of subjects in each group for
whom the peak position along the pitch class circle lay
in thc half of the circle containing the larger number
of peak positions in the study of Deutsch et al. (1987).
I t was found that 21 of thc 24 Californian subjects fell
u
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T h e findings of Deutsch et al. (1990) and Deutsch
(1991) taken together lead to the prediction that, for a
large sample of individuals in a given linguistic group,
the distribution of fundamental frequencies in spontaneous spcech for males and femalcs should stand in
octavc rclation. It should be emphasizcd, howcvcr,
that bascd on the data from Californians obtained by
Deutsch (1991) the sprcad should bc quite largc
(almost a half-octave). Further, the correlate between
the peak pitch classes derived from judgments of the
tritone paradox and the pitch classes delimiting the
octave band for speech found by Deutsch et al. (1990)
was obtained on subjects who wcre sclected for
showing clcar and consistent functions in making
judgments of the tritone paradox. O n might cxpect,
therefore, that in an unselected sample of subjects the
correlate would be less clear.
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6. FURTHER IMPLICATIONS
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pitch class
Figure 5. Distribution of' peak pitch classes (sre figure 2 ) as
drtrrmined by judgments of thr triton? paradox, in two
groups of subjects. 'Ihe first group (a) had grown up in thr
South of England, and thr second (6) had grown up in
California. (From Drutsch (1991).)

into this category; however, only three of the 12
English subjects did so. T h e difference between the
two groups on this measure was therefore highly
significant ( p < 0.001 on a Fisher exact probability
test). These findings are therefore in accordance with
the hypothesis of a culturally acquired representation
of the pitch class circle which is specific to the
language or dialect of the listener.
What can be the evolutionary value of such a
template? As one line of reasoning, it could be
advantageous to determine the emotional state of a
speaker through the pitch of his or her voice. A
template such as hypothesized here could provide a
framework, common to a particular dialect, within
which the pitch of a speaker's voice may be evaluated,
and this would in turn provide evidence concerning
his or her emotional state. It may be observed that a
template that is based on pitch class rather than pitch
height has the useful feature that it can be invoked for
both male and female speakers, even though their
speech involves different pitch ranges. Such a template could also be invoked in communicating syntactic aspects of speechl.
;

I t is interesting to notr that, in retrospect, subjects who had
shown large diffrrrnces in the orientation of the pitch class circlr
with rrspect to hright in making judgments of the tritone
paradox had frrquently come from different linguistic backgrounds. For rxamplr, thr subjrct whose data are shown in the
upper portion of figure 1 had grown u p in London. and the
subject whose data arc shown in thr lower portion ofthis figure
had grown u p in California.

I'/zzl
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One further implication of these findings concerns
theories of pitch perception. Two factors have previously been shown to contribute to the perceived
pitch of a complex tone. First, when presented with a
series of harmonics the listener perceives a pitch that
corresponds to the frequency -of the fundamental.
Second, the listener assigns weightings to the harmonics on the basis of their relative amplitudes, and
perceives a pitch in accordance with these weightings.
T h e first factor is held to predominate for tones with
fundamentals below roughly 900 Hz, and the second
factor for tones with fundamentals above this value
(Goldstein 1973; Scharf & Houtsma 1986; Terhardt et
al. 1982). T h e present findings show that, a t least
under certain circumstances, a third factor operates
also: the perceived height of a tone can be influenced
by its position along the pitch class circle.
Another implication of the findings concerns musical transposition. It is generally taken as self-evident
that when a passage is transposed from one key to
another, the perceived relationships between the
pitches are unchanged. T h e patterns explored here
are striking cases in which this principle is violated:
For the tritone paradox, transposition results in a
perceived inversion; for the semitone paradox, transposition results in a perceived interchange of voices.
A further implication concerns the phenomenon of
absolute pitch, which is characterized as the ability to
name a note that occurs in isolation. I n general, this
faculty is considered very rare. However, the present
paradoxes demonstrate that the large majority of
individuals possess a form of absolute pitch, in that we
perceive tones as higher or as lower depending solely
on their pitch classes, or note names.
A final implication concerns relationships between
speech and music. I t has been acknowledged since
antiquity that these two modes of communication
have characteristics in common; however the bases for
such commonalities have so far been undetermined.
The findings reported here provide, to the author's
knowledge, the first indication that one form of
communication can exert a direct influence over the
other, and this opens the door to the possible uncovering of other such influences.
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